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Abstract

As an artist, I explore my family's complicated history of lost Jewish identity and
the contrary involvement. I engage in this history by reflecting on the current political
climate using an archive developed by my ancestors. I use components of these varying
objects, photographs, and writings to deconstruct - utilizing materials and techniques
that can be unwound, discolored, or aged to depict, if not honor, the mutable nature of
memory. It is the tension within my ancestry that drives me to make work to ensure that
genocidal tragedies like the Holocaust do not happen again. I aim to portray the
delicacy of both personal and collective memory in regard to genocide, in order to
remind the viewer of how easy it is to forget and, inevitably, repeat history. My work
questions the ownership of inherited traumas once the original carrier has passed - am I
subject to the guilt or innocence of my ancestors?
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Enjoy Your Heritage

On my twenty-first birthday, I was handed a Whitman’s Sampler box labeled Tax
2003 and told by my father to “enjoy your heritage”. To my surprise, the box contained
neither tax information, nor an assortment of chocolates, but a collection of photographs
and memorabilia from the second World War. This was my first glimpse into the
seemingly endless archive of my ancestor’s involvement in the Nazi Party. Their fate
was to remain neglected in an empty chocolate box until handed down to the next
generation.

xx -------------------- xx
Tell That to My Brain

I have known of my Omi's1 history since I was a young child and cannot recall a
single occasion where she did not share her stories. She was adamant about spreading
her account to anyone who would listen, which in most cases would be me. There was
rarely an occasion where a conversation didn’t plunge towards the war, her childhood
experiences, and the obsessive hatred she faced towards what she once believed in.
Often, we would go on outings together. People would hear her speak and tell her they
loved the sound of her accent, which gave her the opportunity to relay to them anything
about the war. She used this appreciation of her natural accent as a trigger to relate her
memories with the innocent bystander. If we went to the mall, she would share stories of

1

German for "grandmother".
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bombings to the cashier at Macy’s. At our diner, The Breakfast Nook II, she would sing
Hitler Youth marches to our waitress. These performances were not held because of
her love for her childhood and what she witnessed, but her inability to forget them.
When asked to stop talking about her childhood, she would respond: "tell that to my
brain".
Her stories became my fairytale - they absorbed my dreams and grew to become
my fears. The contents were possibly fictionalized and exaggerated, but the moral and
experiences were truth.
When I was twelve, she began driving me to dance classes. She would pick me
up hours early, sharing the same traumatic stories of childhood upbringing in Nazi
occupied Vienna as she drove, knocking down traffic cones while swerving through
lanes on the highway - all while shouting over a Strauss CD she refused to turn down.
Our time together was like clockwork. I could almost always expect to hear the same
stories, spoken over the same Strauss greatest hits CD week after week. I developed
the image of how they looked and was able to visualize my version of the story as she
recited it. Her words painted the image I saw in front of me each time she spoke. In that
time, I saw the world as I believed she once did. As we both grew older, things began to
change. Her storytelling shifted and all that remained were fragments of information
jumbled together. Once each story concluded, seconds later it played again. The
images I thought I knew began to fade away. They were no longer presented in rich
color before my eyes, but grey that ever so slowly, began to melt away.
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I Understand...

I produce work out of fear. Not fear of what was, but how we remember what
was. Collectively, our acknowledgement and knowledge towards the Second World War
is diminishing2. The actions I was so callously warned about appear before my eyes
daily. I am no longer shocked to encounter a swastika with my own eyes. I am petrified.
The Holocaust and all of its complexities can never be fully understood or
fathomed in its entirety. No matter how well intentioned in the pursuit to find meaning in
this history, it will always be fraught with fragments of events, holes in memory, and
unknown narratives that were erased or silenced. As stated by Elie Wiesel in Plea For
the Dead:
"I have nothing against questions: they are useful. What is more, they alone are.
To turn away from them would be to fail in our duty, to lose our only chance to
one day lead an authentic life. It is against answers that I protest, regardless of
their basis. Answers: I say there are none... The events obeyed no law and no
law can be derived from them. The subject matter to be studied is made up of
death and mystery, it slips away beneath our fingers, it runs faster than our
perception: it is everywhere and nowhere".3

There are many aspects of my ancestry I will never understand. The focus,
however, must shift away from answers to questions regarding a past we cannot

2

Between February 26 and March 28, 2020, The Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany
commissioned Schoen Cooperman Research to conduct a nationwide study of Holocaust awareness among
Millenials and Gen Z. The results of the 1,000 nationwide interviews, along with 200 interviews per U.S state,
reveal critical gaps within Holocaust education and knowledge. Nationally, 12 percent of U.S Millennials and Gen Z
have never heard or don't think they've heard the word "Holocaust" before.
3
Wiesel, Ellie. "A Plea For the Dead." 1995. Art From The Ashes, A Holocaust Anthology.
Lawrence L. Langer. Oxford University Press
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change. Until these questions are projected towards our collective future, the answers
risk perpetuating the sanitized and unquestioned idea of its place in history.
An archive, no matter how significant, is otherwise forgotten or ignored until it is
activated through viewer and user engagement. At the time, my family archive only
contributed to the perpetuation of both lost history and lack of concern. I began to
employ the images and personal mementos to preserve personal narrative - I wanted to
know everything and understand it. There is an exchange between the objects and
myself - as I translate these historic artifacts into my work for a viewer to observe, I
have initiated the re-activation of these objects through a different lens. Researching,
investigating, and rediscovering lost histories, I use the evidentiary nature of
photography to explore the veracity of memory, its slippage and distortion over time.
Through the use of original photographs and personal objects manipulated to reveal the
effects of time and the failure of recollection, my work aims to preserve a personal
experience that often defies memory, one rooted in trauma. Ultimately these works
become a mnemonic device in themselves, retelling the narratives of those who,
whether through political or social forces, fear, or distress, remain unable to tell their
own story.

xx -------------------- xx
The Growing Gap

My Omi spent her final moments in a coma. The same Strauss CD that played
for years in her car, now damaged from the non-stop playing, would serenade her for
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two weeks, then one final performance in her hospital room. She passed away on July
9, 2019 - one hour after her ninetieth birthday. This passing not only signified the loss of
a beloved family member and matriarch that is deeply personal to me, but the loss of
another survivor of history. Her stories and memories were buried with her, only
perpetuating a further gap between the reality from the events. Nearly seventy-six years
after the conclusion of the war, with the number of eyewitnesses narrowing down, soon,
no survivor from this period will be able to share their story. The responsibility falls upon
the survivor's descendant(s) to become the carrier and narrator. I am, therefore,
responsible for the storytelling of my ancestors who are unable to share their stories.
Their memories have become my retelling of their experiences. As my grandmother was
relentless in sharing her story, it is only fitting I carry both myself and my work in the
same manner.
Upon my grandmother's passing, the growing gap between myself and her reality
divides to a state of discontentment. I will never hear these stories from her voice, which
never quivered when her eyes poured the tears she'd blame on allergies. As
photographs fade and memories die, I find there is a linkage of visual construct that can
be used to emulate this endless process. Present's Past (2019) personifies this loss,
questioning the legitimacy of a narrative that may or may not have ever happened, while
reflecting upon the inability to contain memories. Displayed in three rows of twenty
unfired ceramic tiles, this work featured a series of three inherited photographs that,
when considering the landscape and figures, appear to be following a narrative. The
photographs were scanned at 72 dpi, printed, then rescanned at 72 dpi until the image
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[Figure 1. Presents Past (detail), image transfer on unfired ceramic, 2019]

blurred and shrank itself away. Transferred to ceramic, the clay is able to absorb the
memory that remains within each printed scan, replicating the inability to contain
memory and the subsequent deterioration of both analog and digital platforms. Placed
atop two nails, the tiles are vulnerable to their own death. Completed as unfired works,
the fragility of the ceramic mirrors the delicacy of the Holocaust - once one tile falls, it is
shattered beyond repair. Simultaneously, this piece refers to my grandmother's
breathing cycle in comatose - exactly twenty seconds of inhaling and exhaling, then
twenty seconds unresponsive, for two straight weeks. Each tile represents one second
within the breathing cycle, slowly fading away with each photo transfer.

6

Present's Past was made with the understanding that despite the advancements
within technology, it is neither sustainable nor archival. Within one summer came the
loss of digital files on both a laptop and hard drive due to their abrupt inoperative state,
resulting in the subsequent loss of scanned photographs, handwritten letters, postcards,
and voice recordings - among many others. Considering their age and outdated
operating systems, the contents, which likely cease to exist in a physical form, may
never be retrieved. With artificially limited and purposely frail designs of technology, the
growing fear is that soon, once enough time has passed, we will be succumb to the
repetition of my ancestor's history. This begs for answers to questions surrounding the
archival nature of documents created within our contemporary era. What becomes of
mp3, jpg, pdf, docx, and mp4 files if technology surpasses them, rendering them
obsolete and incompatible with future technology? If evidence of history is unable to be
preserved, what happens to the public conscious and acknowledgement of that event?

xx -------------------- xx
Processing
"My father lost his engraphing shop to an junk punk of an so called "old
fighter" of the Nazi party in the early 30tys, simple because he refused to join
there outfitt. Also he happened to be in an tough spot. He worket as an
engrapher and busness Manager for this shop which belong to Jews on
Rhotenturmstrasse, for some years. Just before the Naxi marched into Austria,
Mrs. Roth suggestet to my father to buy her store, and was one of the fortunate
to make it to the Unided States. My father arranged the nessasary finacial
arrangments, and a deal was made. The shop my parents found out much later,
was very much is dept and my mother had to take over the bookkeping, and the
selling.
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Than one bright morning this young punk marched in, and after saluting
and heels kliking, anaunced that he was the new owner. All the papers in the
world could not help my dissthraught parents, to prove that they aquired the
bussnis rightfully. Except of course, that little task of signing a piece of paper and
joining the party. My father was always, and still is a men, which believed in a
persons freedom and rights. He was no fighter either, but to him, it would have
meant signing his soul away, like going into a pact with the devil. He simple
refused, and so he was kikked out, and even paid a penny."4

I am a Printmaker, partially to honor and continue the career of my greatgrandfather. I am devoted to honoring the tradition of Printmaking while experimenting
and developing new techniques of my own. I print as a means of describing the indirect
connection I have between artifact, memory, and reality. I am able to manipulate the
medium through the use of non-traditional substrates, unconventional tools, ink
selection, and printing technique. As a result, the image ages, decays, and distorts on
its own. In turn, the process of creating the work becomes a prime component to the
work itself.
At its bare minimum, printmaking is a transfer of information from one surface to
the next. I use this theory to define a visual connection between storytelling and
absorbed heritage. In this context, the matrix5 becomes the storyteller while the printing
substrate refers to the recipient. When I reproduce an image through a printing medium,
it is often printed once on a variety of substrates until the matrix is retired. This allows
me to develop different iterations of one image, depicting the damaging effects of

4

Passage from my grandmother's writing. Date unknown.
A physical surface that can be manipulated to hold ink, which is then transferred to paper. Most, though not
all, matrices are able to print the same image many times.
5
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ruptured memory on storytelling. No story was ever told the same way twice, therefore
no image should ever be presented in the same manner. All printed matter has a
lifespan. Printing matrixes are made to last a printing run, however, the process by
which an image is made to be preserved through repetitive printing works towards
destroying the base matrix. Slowly, over time, the matrix will decay through physical
use, wear, and corrosion.

I do not have an interest in creating printed editions on paper. I celebrate the
authenticity and originality of the singular impression, which I find similar to the transfer
of knowledge from one to another in conversation. The more impressions cast for an
edition, the more the image loses its individuality and uniqueness. In The Work of Art in
the Age of Its Technological Reproducibility, theorist Walter Benjamin states,

"In even the most perfect reproduction, one thing is lacking: the here and now of
the work of art-its unique existence in a particular place. It is this unique
existence-and nothing else-that bears the mark of the history to which the work
has been subject. This history includes changes to the physical structure of the
work over time, together with any changes in ownership. Traces of the former
can be detected only by chemical or physical analyses (which cannot be
performed on a reproduction), while changes of ownership are part of a tradition
which can be traced only from the standpoint of the original in its present
location".6
The here and now implies that the work of individual art is a glimpse of the
present that will become a history. His argument suggests that individual printing
provides a quality that mass reproduction will never be able to achieve. Thus, Benjamin
indicates that the wear, imperfections, and aging of a print contribute to its individuality.

6

Benjamin, Walter (1969 [1936]). "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction." Illuminations. Ed. H. Arendt. New York, Schocken. 217–251.
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When working, I am drawn to and encourage these flaws, as they cannot be achieved
through editioning with intent. I do not believe in editing the impression post-printing - I
feel this interrupts the transfer and results in the fabrication of the memory as my own.
Part of my practice is recontextualizing my ancestor's images, objects, and writings to
represent them in a new format. If an image prints with flaw, I consider this to be part of
the authentic transfer.

[Figure 2. Naturalization, photolithograph and screenprint, 2020]
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Printmaking is the first form of archival mass media7 - printed illustrations and
written language are used as educational material, as well as propaganda, to inform the
public8. I embed this history into my practice - I am drawn to the natural ability for the
reproductive process to become a means of education and awareness. I embed my
grandparent's writing in my work to allow the viewer the opportunity to read their
experience from their first-hand account. Forget It (2020) and Naturalization (2020) both
feature the same passage from a letter my grandmother wrote to Walter Cronkite asking
for a television representation of the liberation of Austria on his show You Are There9.
The letter was sent and while my grandmother waited for a response, the show was
cancelled, and the letter was presumably never read. The re-use of this written
language provides the opportunity for my grandmother's story to be heard by the viewer.
Forget It weaves together a paragraph of writing, whereas Naturalization displays it in
morse code. Both works force engagement upon the viewer as they have to spend time
with the work to decipher the language. This in turn, positions the viewer as my childself, figuring out the story with fragments of information.

7

Johannes Guttenberg invented the first printing press with moveable type in 1468. In the fifty years after
Gutenberg began printing, an estimated 500,000 books were in circulation. Johann Friedrich Gottlob Koenig (b.
1774) was adamant on improving Guttenberg's invention to improve operations such as feeding, inking, printing,
and speed. He altered the press to utilize steam power to make them fully mechanical. The Koenig-Bauer press
featured twin steam-driven rotary cylinders that could print two sheets at once, nearly 800 per hour, while selfinking. The increasing efficiency of printing press advancement helped lead to the rise of the daily newspaper.
8
The Works Progress Administration (WPA) was introduced by President Roosevelt in 1935 to employ millions of
unemployed citizens to carry out public works projects. The Poster Project employed hundreds of artists to create
public service posters and workplace safety guides. These posters were painstakingly painted by hand until an
organized system of mass reproduction was developed and recognized that screenprinting could be used for more
than just commercial purposes. Screenprinting, therefore, became a cheap, efficient way of spreading
information.
9
You Are There (1947-57) was an American historical education series broadcast over the CBS Radio and Television
networks. The series also highlighted various events in American and world history, portrayed in dramatic
reenactments. The show was cancelled after the letter was sent.
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[Figure 3. Forget It, weaving with bleach screenprint, 2020]

I am interested in materials that can be used as inks that naturally age with time.
Screenprinting with bleach and iron powder are common ink replacements in my work.
Bleach operates the same way a stain would, permanently damaging the surface it
contacts. If screenprinted onto fibers, bleach printing will immediately affect the strength
and color of the work. The result is a fragile, damaged material that continuously
weakens with time. Using a finely ground iron powder, I experiment with screenprinting
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onto damp fabric which disperses the iron particles, softening and fading edges of the
image. Over time, water and oxygen oxidize the iron, rusting the image.

[Figure 4. Rust screenprint]

Artisans crafted fibers as a means of preserving and narrating a story. Woven
artworks often depicted times of war and civilization in disruptive times. Often, these
weavings were completed by those whose lives had been deeply affected, destroyed, or
entirely changed. I look to Holocaust survivor Esther Nisenthal Krinitz, who sought out a
way to show her daughters the scenes of her childhood while preserving her
experience. Fabric of Survival stitches together her stories of survival, illustrating
13

Krinitz’s experiences in pre-war Poland, the coming of Nazi exterminators, and Soviet
conquest. Her tapestries create a sense of comforting familiarity, while still conveying
the inhumanity of the Holocaust. These tapestries serve as an ephemeral testimony to
this chapter of history.

[Figure 5. Isadore, weaving with bleach screenprint, 2020]
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Unlike Krinitz, I use fibers as a means of describing insufficient understanding. I
made Isadore (2020) to portray the absence of personal connection and knowledge I
know of my grandfather. His separation from my grandmother, then death, resulted in
the immediate loss of Jewish identity decades before my birth. Until recently, I was
unaware his name was Isadore - I had grown to refer to him by the name Jimmy, a
moniker he gave himself as a teenager to hide his Jewish identity. I screenprinted his
civil service portrait as a negative image onto a black warp with bleach, then wove it
together. Slowly, the bleach removes color from the cotton fiber surface, developing as
a positive image. In total, there are six-hundred and sixty warp threads that cannot be
held down with the exact same amount of tension. The outcome, prior to weaving, is an
image that stretches and distorts itself once wound back into the loom. The gaps
between each thread create an immediate loss of imagery. I use black as my weft
thread, as I am unable to add information as I weave together an image of a man I
never met. The individual warp threads twist and contort themselves, only settling once
woven together with the weft. The final weaving displays the full portrait on both sides together, they complete the portrait, but it is never seen in full detail by the viewer at
once.
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[Figure 6. Isadore (detail), weaving with bleach screenprint, 2020]

xx -------------------- xx
Stern
When storytelling of my grandfather, my Omi would conclude with the translation
of his surname, Stern, which in German means star. Stern, in Yiddish, also means star.
"You're going to be a star one day", she'd say. In those moments, I did not see my
grandparents as individuals despite their separation decades prior. Rather, I saw them
unified by the same symbol that identified our relatives as prisoners. As a descendent of
those with unresolved traumas, I often question the ownership once the original carrier
has passed. Am I subject to the guilt of an Austrian or the innocence of a Jew? I am
16

neither one nor the other - I awake to find myself representing both sides of history. I am
a Stern and I am a Star.

17
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